
 

Hi, first of all many thanks for purchasing List Tactics. 

My name is Bobby D and I have been in the online world for around 4 years. 
A year ago, I decided to take real action and have since released a number of 
WSO’s (Warrior Special Offers), Flipadom, $20 Minute Tactics, 20 Dollar 
Days with some more to come!   

If you want to read ‘My Story’ please click here>>>My Story 

When I started out in Affiliate Marketing everyone was telling me ‘The Money 
is in the list’, well they are right, ‘The money IS in the list’ and the most 
important part of being an affiliate marketer.  

If you get this wrong from the beginning you are throwing money away from 
day one, which is exactly what I did when I first started. 

When I started out I had no list, I built some funnels, lead magnets, squeeze 
pages and spent a ton of money of solo ads. I had a list at last! 

But I did not engage them, I emailed them offer after offer and had no idea on 
what to write sometimes I wrote a short email, sometimes an email that was a 
page long, there was no consistency. At first, I made sales and money but 
over time this dried up pretty quick, my subscribers got bored of my ad hoc 
emails and my list went dead. 

I had to think again so I experimented, spoke to the big affiliates, bought a 
very expensive email course and started to master the craft of email writing 
and headlines… for me the most important part because a good headline 
gets your customer to open your email and read it. 

https://www.bobbydonlinemarketing.com/my-im-story/


After a few months my sales have gone through the roof! I have easily 
doubled my sales and my open rates and now have a happy subscriber list 
which is responsive and happy to receive my emails! 

If you have no list I have included my best selling course 20 Minute Tactics 
which you should start with. This includes how to set up funnels, thank you 
pages, and how to get free and paid traffic. The link is on the download page 
or >>>>>>>>click here or see end of PDF. 

Bobby D.. 

DFY (Done For You) Swipes 

This is one of my most important pieces of advice – please, please take this 
on board! When you apply for an affiliate offer the affiliate who is being very 
helpful often offers a done for you swipe series.. this is super great of them 
and they have put a lot of time and effort into them. 

But, do not use them! 

Why not I hear you ask! Your list, your subscribers are your subscribers, your 
customers, your friends. An affiliate swipe is written by that affiliate with their 
list in mind not yours. When suddenly, your list is getting a series of DFY 
emails not written in your usual way they will know something is up, not click 
and not buy. This will end up with your list no longer trusting you and not 
wanting to open your emails. 

You need to write your emails as you always do. Keep your customers 
engaged and not wondering why they are getting a weird email series that is 
clearly not written by yourself. 

What you can do with a DFY series you have been provided with is to take 
bits out of it, add your own text to it, pad it out, turn it into your own email but 
with some of the affiliates text in it. The headline is something you CAN use 
as usually affiliates spend a lot of money ensuring their sales pages and 
emails convert and most importantly their email headlines, as this is what 
gets your customers to open their email - so the headline can be something 
you can use for your email as is. 

Bottom line is keep your list engaged and trusting what you send, do not be 
lazy and use swipe after swipe as this is the quickest way to lose your 
affiliates and money.. be consistent and treat your list like a friend. 

http://24hourmoney.online/20mincourse


Let’s Double Your Open Rates! 

This is a bold claim and I never realised this until one of the biggest 
marketers in the MMO niche personally told me this - the results speak for 
themselves. 

You have a list, it does not matter how many are on your list from 500 to 
50,000.  

You have a great affiliate offer that you have emailed to your list either as an 
email series or as a broadcast. You cross your fingers and hope for some 
sales. 

In this example and to make it easy let’s say you have a list of 1000 
subscribers. After 24 hours 50 subscribers on your list have clicked on your 
actual affiliate offer and you hopefully have some sales. 

Now at this point the majority of affiliates are finished with this particular 
affiliate campaign. They now start looking at the next one to email out. 

But STOP… you are throwing money away at this point… 

What about all the subscribers who did not open the email you sent first time 
around? 

So now you need to email the un-opens, make a segment of the un-opens 
and email them, so let’s consider this. 

You have a list of 1000 subscribers.  
200 Open the email in the first 24 hours and 50 click your link. 

You now make a segment of the ‘unopens’ for the remaining 800 and email 
them. Another 200 open the email and 50 click the link. 

You email again.. another 50 click the link… see where this is going! 

So instead of having 50 clicks and moving after your initial email you keep 
emailing the unopens until you have no unopens left! do this on average 



about four to six times. So in this case instead of having 50 opens you now 
have 150+. 

I cannot tell you how this has changed my email marketing campaign and 
make me at least double my money on every campaign I email 

Initial Email Broadcast 

This is an example of a recent email I sent out to my list. 

!  

For an extra three emails of the unopens I received an extra 47 clicks and 6 
sales. These sales would have been totally lost if I did not email the 
unopened segments. 

 

To Recap : 

Email your list as usual. 
Email the unopens 24 hours later. 
6 hours later email the unopens of the unopens. 
6 hours later email the unopens of the unopens. 
Continue this until you have no unopens left. 
I personally do this between 4/6 times due to the size of my list, otherwise I 
would be emailing the unopens for days. 



Do this every time you email a campaign and watch your sales easily double. 

Keeping It Together! 

One of the best strategies I use and one that the big affiliates use is 
combining your lists together. 

Usually if you are running a squeeze page to gain subscribers or using Solo 
ads you would send your subscribers to separate lists, so eventually you end 
up with a lot of lists within your autoresponder account (I currently have 25 
lists), so when you email your list you end up selecting each list prior to 
emailing. 

!  

Example of List Below 

What I do is make one big list of all my subscribers and give it a generic 
name, i.e. ‘Overall List’ etc. I then put all my subscribers into this one list so 
it’s easier to email and manage. 

I also make a second list of all my subscribers who open my emails over a 3 
month period. I call this ‘3 Month List’ and review this every month.  

This ensures that I am sending emails to the most responsive parts of my list 
which ensures a good open and click through rate. 



Launch Timings 

Let’s Talk About Timings 

Getting your timings right for your emails is key, again, some marketers send 
out one email at launch time and that’s it. 

I do things differently, as do the big affiliates, in that I send a series of emails 
out prior, during and after the launch. This is to gain excitement and 
engagement which increases your open and click through rate. 

Example: 

An affiliate offer launches on Thursday at 11:00 EST (Launch Date) 

On the Wednesday at 07:00 EST the day before the launch I send a  
pre-launch email about the product, I do not give too much away, briefly say 
how good the software is, what results you have had, when its launched. I 
also make a short video on the product showing the sales page and the 
membership area but concentrating on the results shown on the sales page. 
This video is short, 3 to 4 minutes. You do not have to make a video, the 
email will do, instead of sending your subscribers to a video send them to 
your blog where you have a short review. 

 �  



Like I have previously stated send this to your up-opened list as many 
times as you see fit.   

I would suggest between 4 to 6 times. At this stage there is no BIN (Buy It 
Now) button or early bird signup, I steer away from this as I want my 
subscribers to return to the sales page on my next email. 

Today is LAUNCH day of the WSO (Thursday). 

If for example the WSO is going live at 11:00 am I send another pre-sell email 
out at 0900 hours EST, two hours before launch. This time giving away a bit 
more information but again no BIN button or early bird button. I would also 
have a full video review on my blog or YouTube showing the software 
working/reviewed. 

2 Hours Before Launch  

In this pre-launch email I do not then resend this to the unopens, there would 
not be enough time but if you want to feel free to do so. 

Launch Time 11:00am - Example Launch Email 



!  

Your Launch Email contains everything. You want your subscribers to know 
what they are getting and how good this product is. Make sure you put the 
positive points of the WSO into the email. Include your affiliate link or a link to 
your blog. I personally never send my subscribers directly to a sales page, 
they always go via my blog/review site. 

Now use the un-opened method, use this method as much as you need 
to but at least 4-6 times to the un-opens. 

So now I wait a full 24 hours, your subscribers will continue to open your 
emails as will your un-opens. 

After 24 hours it’s time to email again. 

Send out the same live mail but change the main title and slightly change the 
email. This goes to your whole list again. 

12 hours later email again, change the main title and the main content, 
mention only 12 hours left. 

4 hours email the list again 



2 hours left email again - stressing last few hours. 

One hours to go email again (see below). 

Final Hour 

This is the system I use and so do many others, it ensures your subscribers 
get maximum exposure to your offer and you maximise the number of open 
and clicks you achieve. 

How to Script an Email 

How your write your email is the hardest part of your email marketing 
campaign. To be honest there is no right and wrong, it all depends on your 
style and what engages your list. What I will say is once you start your 
particular style stick with it so your subscribers get used to how you write your 
emails.

A lot of affiliates send out one email, hope for the best and move on. 
You need to keep your list engaged and anticipating your next email.

The system below is what I find successful, feel free to change this around to 
suit yourselves but try to keep the format roughly the same.



Now some marketers use short and sweet emails, some use long emails, 
some like to tell a story, some like to be direct to the point. 

My only suggestion is once you start try to keep to the same, it does not 
matter if now and again you change it, but your subscribers will get to know 
how you write and this in turn gains their trust.

So here are some options.

The first way some marketers write their emails is in the form of a sales page, 
below are some examples to give you an idea.

Sales Page Example 1

(Live) make daily commissions as a newbie

Hey, 

I know you are always looking for ways to make money, well it’s finally here. 

The easiest most newbie friendly way to make $200 every day no matter if 
you’re a brand new marketer or experienced. 

This works…Simple. 

If like me when I started out I had shiny product syndrome, I purchased a lot 
of WSO’s. 

I lost my way, nothing worked, I did not know where to turn, but.. 
This can change TODAY! 

This system will allow ANYONE to make money 

So start turning things around TODAY, start earning and making the extra 
money you deserve. 

This new system helps anyone make money in the easiest way possible, this 
just works…simple. 

Click here to get started now  

Bobby D 



—————————————————————————————————— 
Sales Page Example 2

$200 Into Your Paypal Account  

Hi, 

Listen carefully.. 

Would $800 a month into your PayPal account help you out? 

What if you could do this whenever you want? Make money instantly, 
anytime? Straight into your PayPal account, no waiting.. 

Have extra money for the things you deserve. 

Remember $800 is easy, you can easily double or triple this whenever you 
want.. 

Click here to get started now  

Bobby D 

—————————————————————————————————— 

Another way is to write an email like a testimonial, as if writing about how 
someone has achieved a result.

Testimonial Email

Easy $124 you will ever make.. 
----------------- 

Hey Team, 

This is crazy.. a total newbie to internet marketing who has never sold anything 
before is making over $100 every day.. 

When I saw this case study I was so excited… the results for a newbie was 
amazing.. 



Like you this case study was about a total newbie, someone who never made a 
sale, who failed before and was lost.. 

With this system he turned everything around and made some serious money, it is 
just amazing.. 

This course shows you exactly how he done this, over the shoulder videos, 
everything you need to copy and paste and make the same money in a few days.. 

Click here to check it out 

I am stunned… simple.. 

Bobby D 

The final way is the quick email 

Quick Email Example 

Hey Team 

I get asked every day about traffic, paid, free... what’s best? 

Well I have been using a FREE source for a year now and it just works!! Just spend 
10 mins a day and you will get sales!!! And the best bit... 100% FREE.. 

Check it out here:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCy7uD9sotyC1cn8ljLDdA_g?view_as=subscriber 

Bobby D 

There is no right and wrong like I said, just be consistent in how you write them and 
gain the trust of your subscribers. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy7uD9sotyC1cn8ljLDdA_g?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy7uD9sotyC1cn8ljLDdA_g?view_as=subscriber


Where to Send Them? 

This is another important part so take note! 

The majority of marketers put their affiliate link in their email for the subscriber 
to click on and hopefully buy…..WRONG! 

I used to do this and made sales but you are literally throwing your money 
away doing it this way. 

What the big affiliates do is send all their clicks to their blog page or review 
page. This causes a number of good things to happen.. 

By everyone going to your blog first your SEO for your site will gain 
momentum and start to rank - better ranking = more sales. 

Everyone will be visiting your site, they will start to look around, explore it, 
buy other products, read your reviews but most importantly they will begin to 
trust you and want to do business with you. Make sure you have an ‘About 
Me’ page so your subscribers/visitors can learn about you and trust you.  
Visit my blog for an example: http://www.bobbydonlinemarketing.com 

Keeping Them Engaged 

�  

http://www.bobbydonlinemarketing.com


!  

Another method I use to keep your subscribers engaged is to send out a  
‘Can I Help You’ email. I do this twice a month and send this to my unopens -
so as many subscribers see this as possible. 

By doing this you totally engage your subscribers, it makes them know that 
you care, that you are there for them and this in turn gains more trust. 



Example of ‘Can I Help You Email’ 

!  

I would then follow this up with a short video on what the results were of the 
poll or send out a short PDF to your subscribers answering any issues they 
have. 

The other tip I can give you around keeping you list engaged is to keep them 
updated with what you are doing! You need your list to be your friend, you 
want them to know about you, what you do what you are up to. 

Every week I make a short video, usually around 3 minutes long which I email 
out to my list. This typically includes what I have been doing, what’s coming 
up and I always finish up by telling them to email me or Facebook me with 
any questions. I also post this video into my blog and to my Facebook Groups 
to it gets as much exposure as possible. Again, this is all about building 
bridges, friends and trust.  

Where to Put Links 

This is another question I get asked a lot and again there is no fast rule. 
I usually put in two affiliate links. 

For me I usually put a link near the top and one near the bottom, but you can 
put three with one mid-way or just one!  

This is all down to testing and seeing what your list likes, but for me two links 
are enough! 



!  

How to Get More Opens/Clicks 

Everyone goes on about bonus offers…. and yes, if you want to increase your 
open rate/click rate and sales you need to offer bonuses. Have a look at what 
the other affiliates are doing, some affiliates offer 4 bonuses some offer 20. 

For me bonuses are a must have but they must be in line with the offer, if it’s 
a CPA offer then offer some extra training around CPA, Bing Ads, Facebook 
etc. 

A word of warning - be careful about mentioning the word ‘Bonus’, or ‘Free’ in 
your email as this will ensure your email hits the spam box. 

When Do I Email? 

The million dollar question - how often do you email your list? 
We have already discussed this and how to email during a campaign. 

But what if you do not have a campaign, you do not email an offer every day 
or you should not be. 

I usually only send one offer per week, as in one campaign. This means your 
list does not get bored and fed up with offers you are sending. 

For me one campaign a week if fine. But what I do is email my list most days, 
4/5 days a week.  

When I have no campaign running I email offers of my help, free WSO’s, 
send them to my Facebook account and You Tube Account, send them 
emails of what I am doing, forthcoming WSO’s etc.. Just keeping them 
engaged. But the key is quality, don't just email for the sake of emailing, if you 



email good quality content three times a week that great, it’s better than 
emailing poor content five times a week. 

Headlines! 

This may be the most important part of your marketing campaign, the header.  
This is what gets your subscribers to open and by far is the most difficult part. 

Again, there is no hard and fast rule here and it’s all about trying and 
experimenting. What you can do is look at what the other big affiliates are 
doing, look at their headers, see what they are doing. 

Now I would not suggest you copy it exactly, change it around, then SAVE 
your headers, keep a file of them so you can use them again. 

You also need to avoid some trigger words as your email will end in spam. 

Some examples of headers are below. Remember you want your subscribers 
to open these and engage.. 

[URGENT] Upgrade Notice Inside: 

[Open Now] PAY DAY.. 

Boost Your Bank Account Balance. 

[3 Reasons] Why you failed online in 2018.. 

Get Extra Cash MINIMUM Of Extra Work!  

BROKE to PAID in 7 just days…  

Need To Build A List? 

So there are a lot of ways to build your list, from paid to free traffic. 

Now free traffic is not exactly free..you have to so something to get it. 

I personally use a mix of both, solo ad’s for paid traffic and some free traffic 
techniques  for free traffic! >>>>>>>>click here 

http://24hourmoney.online/20mincourse


Number one is you need a list, its the most important part of affiliate 
marketing, no matter if you have 500 or 5000, if you follow what I teach you 
will make money and keep your list engaged. 

Solo Ads 

Solo Ads are paid Traffic. You basically pay for customers to sign up to your 
squeeze page and hopefully click your affiliate link, plus you get their email 
address which you add to your autoresponder and start your list! 

There are a number of solo ad sellers out there and you need to choose 
carefully.  

There are hundreds on Facebook but also hundreds of fake sellers, you 
end up either getting bot clicks and subscribers or subscribers who will 
never engage with you. 

I Have put together a video all about Solo Ads. 

Click the Link below the video screenshot to watch it. 

Click >>>>>>HERE TO WATCH THE SOLO AD VIDEO 

https://youtu.be/R9HQlFKfLLQ


Need To Build A Squeeze Page? 

Click the Link below the video screenshot to watch it. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO ON SQUEEZE PAGES 

https://youtu.be/nbwz6vqUlNA


Bridge Pages 

Click the link below the screenshot to watch the vide 

CLICK HERE >>>> TO LEARN ABOUT BRIDGE PAGES 

CLICK HERE >>>> TO LEARN ABOUT BRIDGE PAGES 

https://youtu.be/h_aamrQcPOM


Free Traffic 

There are a ton of free ways to get free traffic but all require some action. 

I have some great free ways of getting traffic the easy way. 

You have to take daily action for free traffic so if you can mix this with solo 
ads your list will be up and running in no time. 

Click the link below the screenshot to watch the video 

Click >>>>>>>HERE TO WATCH THE FREE TRAFFIC VIDEO ONE 

Click the link below the screenshot to watch the video 

https://youtu.be/NM4A1M3Pcvs


Click >>>>>>>>HERE TO WATCH FREE TRAFFIC VIDEO TWO 

Click the link below the screenshot to watch the video 

Click >>>>>>HERE TO WATCH FREE TRAFFIC VIDEO THREE 

So thats it! My main way of getting a more engaged list, free and paid 
traffic and the quickest way to build your list.. Remember TAKE 
ACTION… 

Resources 

My Website http://www.bobbydonlinemarketing.com 

Subscribe To My Youtube Channel: >>>>Click Here 

Join My Facebook Mastermind Group >>>>Click Here 

Follow Me On Warrior Plus >>>>>Click Here 

Miss the OTO- Get 60 Converting Email Headers and a 5 Day 
Autoresponder series….>>>>CLICK HERE 

https://youtu.be/f82ZORDdFyg
https://youtu.be/vJ34VCS0qlE
http://www.bobbydonlinemarketing.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy7uD9sotyC1cn8ljLDdA_g?view_as=subscriber
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1613928378735101/
https://warriorplus.com/member/bobbydmarketing?fbclid=IwAR3EXToyXbg8xGbgULqj8svPpVWEHIXFSl893gEdlips7r4qOqODkwJUsf4
http://24hourmoney.online/list-tastic-oto-1/


My Products 

Flipadom+Mega Bonus >>>>  Click Here 

$20 Dollar Days >>>>Click Here 

20 Minute Tactics>>>> Click Here 

Disclaimer 

This digital eBook is for informational purposes only. It cannot be copied, repeated, edited, resold or given away for 
free. This is a paid product under the ownership and control of bobbydonlinemarketing.com.  While every attempt has 
been made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author, publisher nor the marketer assume any 
responsibility for errors or omissions. Any slights of people or organisations are unintentional and the development of 
this eBook is bona fide. The producer and marketer have no intention whatsoever to convey any idea affecting the 
reputation of any person or business enterprise. The trademarks, screen-shots, website links, products and services 
mentioned in this eBook are copyrighted by their respective owners. This eBook has been distributed with the 
understanding that we are not engaged in rendering technical, legal, medical, accounting or other professional advice. 
We do not give any kind of guarantee about the accuracy of information provided. In no event will the author and/or 
marketer be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential or other loss or damage arising out of the use of the 
information in this document by any person, regardless of whether or not informed of the possibility of damages in 
advance. Thank you for your attention to this message. 

https://warriorplus.com/o2/a/rmcmy/0
http://24hourmoney.online/20-dollar-days-sales-page/
http://24hourmoney.online/20-minute-tactics-new-sales-page
http://bobbydonlinemarketing.com

